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The Rossum Corporation's Dollhouse technology has gone viral with a synchronized phone call that

wiped the minds of everyone it reached, turning them into mindless killers. Those who avoided the

call&mdash;including show favorites Echo, Alpha, Mag, Zone, and Griff&mdash;must try to survive

in the sudden apocalypse and be wary of Rossum's expansive technological reach. This is only the

beginning! Collects the complete miniseries.* Created by Joss Whedon!* Written by series writers

Andrew Chambliss, Maurissa Tancharoen, and Jed Whedon!* Fan-favorite show continues in

comics!
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Dollhouse is one of my favorite shows so when I saw that there was a graphic novel out, I had to get

it. This book takes place after the first two seasons, before the Epitaphs episodes. We get to see

how Felicia Day's character and her group originally got together. We also glimpse into the world of

the survivors of the Dollhouse.The book starts with the synchronized phone call that started it all. It

reminded me of the first volume of Y: The Last Man in that normal people are shown reacting to a

sudden apocalyptic action.I recommend this to any fan of Dollhouse. If you aren't familiar with the tv

series, this book probably won't do much for you. I look forward to more comics from this universe. I

give this book a 4/5.



The only fault here is that the story is incomplete and volume 2 isn't available as of early 2015. This

collection ends on a cliffhanger. If I had known I would have waited until the full story was finished.

Other than that, a great continuation of the series.

This comic is a short story between the episodes Epitaph 1 and 2. Dollhouse is one of my favorite tv

shows and I have to say that I love this comic.

It was excellent to understand how Alpha came to be part of the team for Epitah 2.

As described

Great conclusion to another Wheadon show sadly taken from us too early - much more detail and a

lot lengthier than the three firefly books too (put together!).Fantastic artwork too

Picks up where the show left off perfectly. Can't wait for more. Hope to see more characters in the

future.

I hope there is a lot more where that came from... although the major questions where answered in

the tv show there are still some questions unanswered. Especially concerning Whiskey, Topher and

Adele.
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